To whom it may concern,

Hello, I am an entrepreneur. It is my pleasure to trade the foreign exchange market. I am deeply dismayed by the misguided attempts to over regulate a market that has not been at the cause of any consumer outrage that I am aware of. In the past the currency market was closed off to the individual entrepreneur and reserved only to the big money players. In the executive summary the retail forex market is drastically mischaracterized. It is almost tragic how protectionist ideas rule the day with an iron fist almost always over reaching. The current market place conditions allow me, a budding entrepreneur to execute the most efficient business plan. I can read, understand and swallow a risk disclaimer that makes abundantly clear the gravity of my decision making process. This type of over regulation would price the independent trader/entrepreneur right out of the market. This type of regulation is exactly what America is not about. Thank you for your consideration,

Larry Walker